
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld’s Moscow disputes head has left the firm along with 12 other
lawyers, including five who practise international arbitration, to set up a new practice, citing US
sanctions against Russia as the main reason for the move.

Ilya Rybalkin opened the new firm on 5 September with another former Akin Gump partner who
specialises in corporate law, Suren Gortsunyan. It is called Rybalkin Gortsunyan & Partners or
RGP.

Rybalkin, who also headed Akin’s investigations team, will take charge of the new firm’s disputes
practice.

Speaking to GAR, Rybalkin explains that the move is in response to US sanctions which target
Russian business owners and prevent US firms such as Akin Gump from representing them – and
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that they leave on “excellent terms”.

The sanctions “create a high degree of nervousness… for Russian clients who cannot be sure
whether tomorrow or further down the road their US law firm will be able to represent them in
arbitration or other proceedings,” he explains.

“A team spin-off of this calibre and scale from a leading international firm is unprecedented in the
Russian legal market,” he says. “At a time when sanctions and other geopolitical measures are
distracting law firms from their main goal of serving clients, we expect to attract further senior
lawyers from international law firms.”

He says the new firm has taken over several disputes that its lawyers had been working on while at
Akin Gump, including one major arbitration, details of which are confidential. The firms will also
continue to work together on certain cases.

Rybalkin, who speaks Russian, English, German and French, joined Akin Gump in 2010 after
previously working as a partner at Hogan & Hartson (now Hogan Lovells) and German law firm
Noerr in Moscow.

His work has included representing Renova Industries, one of the members of the Alfa-Access-
Renova consortium owned by oligarch Viktor Vekselberg (who is among the high-profile Russians
hit by sanctions), in relation to a shareholder dispute with BP at the SCC Arbitration Institute
connected to a deal to explore for oil in the Arctic.

He also represented Renova in two ICC arbitrations relating to shareholder rights in Russia’s
largest utility operator, with quantum in the region of US$350 million.

His other work has included LCIA cases relating to an alleged hostile takeover of the Russian
branch of a hospitality business and proceedings under the rules of Russia’s main commercial
arbitration provider, ICAC.

On the investor-state side, he has represented a prominent Russian businessman in investment
arbitration proceedings against a Baltic state to protect his investments in the financial sector.

Gortsunyan, who is dual-qualified in Russia and England and Wales, previously worked as a
partner at Hogan Lovells, White & Case and Herbert Smith (now part of Herbert Smith Freehills).
Although primarily a corporate lawyer, he also does some arbitration work and has acted in an
LCIA arbitration concerning the recovering of a multimillion-dollar debt; a SCC dispute over the
transfer of real estate in Florida; and in ICAC proceedings.

Other members of the new firm who practise international arbitration include former Akin Gump
counsel Gayane Nadzharova and Ivan Meleshenko and former associates Varvara Voynova and
Anastasia Konstantinova. All join RGP as counsel.

Sebastian Rice, managing partner of Akin Gump’s London office, tells GAR that setting up the
new firm will allow Rybalkin, Gortsunyan and the other practitioners “to continue to support a
number of established client relationships which it would be impossible for Akin Gump to serve in
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the current international regulatory environment.”

“We are disappointed that current events have resulted in their departure, and look forward to
working with them in the future,” says Rice.

He says that Akin Gump’s Moscow office will continue to be led by Natalia Baratiants, a
corporate lawyer who has also represented Russian companies in international arbitrations. It will
continue to handle disputes as well as providing other services.
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